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“The Fox Nation is committed to the core principles of tolerance, open debate, civil 

discourse, and fair and balanced coverage of the news” (Fox News, “Statement of Purpose”). 

After reading the mission statement of Fox News, it would be easy to assume that the news 

organization is extremely devoted to ethics of journalism. However, Fox News has endured 

widespread criticism due to its negligence of The Society of Professional Journalists’ Code of 

Ethics. The code is widely recognized as the main principles that journalists should follow, and 

states that journalists should “Seek Truth and Report It,” “Minimize Harm,” “Act 

Independently,” and “Be accountable” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of 

Professional Journalists: SPJ Code of Ethics”). 

 Australian media mogul Rupert Murdoch founded Fox News in 1996 as a news 

alternative to CNN and MSNBC. While it was created without any political affiliation, Fox 

News was almost immediately criticized of bias and false reporting after its inception. While the 
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claims of bias have resonated throughout its 26-year existence, not everybody has the same 

opinion. According to a 2012 Public Policy Polling Study, 45 percent of Americans feel that Fox 

News is trustworthy, more than CBS, ABC and any of the NBC channels, while 42 percent feel 

that they are more biased than those same three networks (Public Policy Polling, “For Second 

Straight Year, PBS Most Trusted Name in News). 

 Despite this criticism, Fox News has, and continues to be, the most-watched news cable 

channel. Since 2002, Fox News has had more total viewers than MSNBC, Headline News, CNN 

and CSNBC (Ariens, TVNewser, “The Top Cable News Programs of 2010). Coupling the large 

number of viewers with the widespread opinion that Fox News is biased, it is extremely 

interesting to see if Fox News deserves the publicity they get based on their reporting. Therefore, 

Fox News is the perfect subject of an ethical investigation. 

 

Ethics Log 

Friday, September 28, 2012. “Studio B with Shepard Smith.” 3:00 p.m. (EST). 

 At around 3:00 p.m. on his studio show, “Studio B with Shepard Smith,” Fox News 

anchor Shepard Smith was cutting back and forth to coverage of a car chase in Phoenix. The 

video for the chase was being provided by Fox News’ local Phoenix affiliate and showed a 

suspect, who had apparently stolen the car, leading the police on a chase throughout the city. 

Suddenly, the man got out of the car and ran into the bushes. He proceeded to shoot himself in 

the head on live television, with Fox News cutting to commercial almost immediately after 

(Stelter, New York Times, “As It Followed a Car Chase, Fox News Showed a Suicide”). 

 When the program returned from commercial break, Smith issued a public apology, 

saying, “Sometimes we see a lot of things that we don’t let get to you, because it’s not time 
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appropriate, it’s insensitive, it’s just wrong. And that was wrong. And that won’t happen again 

on my watch. And I’m sorry” (Shapiro, The Huffington Post, “Shep Smith For Fox News Airing 

Apparent Suicide Live: ‘We Really Messed Up’”). 

 This is an example of poor ethical behavior on the behalf of Fox News. According to The 

Ethical Journalist, in terms of suicides, “Most editors and news directors will opt for subdued 

coverage rather than appearing to glamorize the act and thus encouraging copycats” (Foreman, 

The Ethical Journalist, Pg. 240). Besides encouraging public suicides, showing people killing 

themselves on television is also extremely traumatizing to anybody who watches it. Almost 

immediately, the video of the man committing suicide went viral on BuzzFeed, Gawker and 

Mediaite (Byers, POLITICO, “BuzzFeed, Gawker, Mediaite post full Fox clip”). To make it 

even worse, Fox News did not pull the video despite being on a five-second delay. 

 While the broadcast of the video was extremely unethical, it should be noted that Shepard 

Smith handled the situation extremely well. However, an apology cannot remove the image from 

peoples’ heads. Therefore, it was not enough to make up for the gravity of this ethical error. 

 

Monday, October 15, 2012. “Daily Beast columnist warns MSNBC’s Matthews that 

Romney will launch ‘new global war.’” 

 One of Fox News’ segments on their website is titled “Bias Alert,” where they attempt to 

expose the biases of the other major news networks. In one of their segments, they accuse 

MSNBC of being biased due to the commentary of one of their guests, Andrew Sullivan. 

Sullivan, a columnist for the Daily Beast, appeared on “Hardball,” saying that Mitt Romney will 

help launch a “new global war,” if he is elected president of the United States (Fox News, “Daily 

Beast columnist warns MSNBC’s Matthews that Romney will launch a ‘new global war’”). 
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 The article does a good job of attempting to refute Sullivan’s claims over how Romney 

would handle the situation between Israel and Palestine. Sullivan said, “The key difference 

between these two candidates is that one is going to do all he can to avoid a new war in the 

Middle East and the other one is going to hand over U.S. policy to Bibi Netanyahu and launch a 

new global war” (Fox News, “Daily Beast columnist warns MSNBC’s Matthews that Romney 

will launch a ‘new global war’”). However, according to Fox News, Romney’s website said, “As 

president, Mitt Romney will recommit America to the goal of a democratic, prosperous 

Palestinian state living side by side in peace and security with the Jewish state of Israel” (Fox 

News, “Daily Beast columnist warns MSNBC’s Matthews that Romney will launch a ‘new 

global war’”). 

 While the claims against Sullivan are most likely accurate, it is extremely wrong of Fox 

News to accuse MSNBC of bias based off the comments of one of their guests. Bill Maher, the 

host of HBO’s “Real Time with Bill Maher,” wrote a column on Fox News’ article, saying, 

“Andrew Sullivan is not a reporter. He’s a blogger and a columnist. He’s not held to some 

standard where he’s not allowed to be partisan, or to express his personal views” (Cirilli, 

POLITCO, “Bill Maher Pans Fox News ‘bias alert’”). If Chris Matthews, the host of “Hardball,” 

had made the comments, it would be a good example of bias on Fox News’ part. Since he did 

not, it gives the reader the impression that Fox News is just mad at MSNBC for broadcasting 

something they do not like. 
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Wednesday, October 17, 2012. “CNN’s Crowley first plays umpire, then joins Team 

Obama.” By Dan Gainor. 

 Candy Crowley, the host of the second presidential debate, was widely accused of bias 

during the debate after stepping out of her role as mediator to accuse Mitt Romney of changing 

his words on the terrorist attacks in Benghazi. Crowley interrupted Romney, saying, “He – he did 

call it an act of terror. It did as well take – it did as well take two weeks or so for the whole idea 

there being a riot out there about this tape to come out. You are correct about that” (Gainor, Fox 

News, “CNN’s Crowley first plays umpire, then joins Team Obama”). 

 The writer of the article, Dan Gainor, believes that the one Crowley comment was 

enough to accuse her of being pro-Barack Obama, calling her actions unethical. He writes that 

she provided more talking time to Obama, which effectively swayed the debate in favor of the 

incumbent candidate. Further, he believes that Crowley’s interjection won the debate for Obama, 

because he used it as a debate point throughout the entirety of the discussion (Gainor, Fox News, 

“CNN’s Crowley first plays umpire, then joins Team Obama”). 

 While Crowley did act out of her role as moderator with the comment, Gainor has no 

basis to accuse her of anything more than her mistake. In his article, he does not have any proof 

that Crowley’s interjection won Obama the debate and there was only a small disparity between 

the talking times of both candidates. Crowley’s comments were later proven to be incorrect and 

Crowley apologized for stepping out of her neutral position (Monroe, CNN, “The truth about 

what Candy Crowley said”). For Gainor, providing information on how the comments were 

incorrect would have more ethical and effective than providing a conspiracy theory. 
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Wednesday, October 17, 2012. “MSNBC’s Matthews likens Romney-Ryan abortion 

platform to ‘Shariah’ law.” 

 In a different segment of Fox News’ “Bias Alert,” the news website reported that 

MSNBC personality Chris Matthews said that if elected president, Mitt Romney would run the 

country according to religious theory. Even more extreme, Matthews claimed that Romney-

Ryan’s position on abortion would give a just-fertilized egg 14th Amendment rights (Fox News, 

“MSNBC Matthews likens Romney-Ryan abortion platform to ‘Shariah’ law”). 

 Unlikely the previous example of “Bias Alert,” Fox News does a good job here of being a 

media watchdog. Matthews’ claims were extremely outrageous and could be likened to 

sensationalism. According to The Ethical Journalist, sensationalism is “infotainment, a frothy 

blend of information and entertainment” (Foreman, The Ethical Journalist, Pg. 66). Fox News’s 

reporting on ethics was extremely fact-based and helped expose the mistakes made by another 

news company. They even tried to get MSNBC or Matthews to offer a comment. Keeping 

opinion out of ethical analyses is the key to being a good media watchdog. 

 

Monday, October 22, 2012. “FACT CHECK: Romney flubs geography, Obama goof on 

rival’s record, in final debate.” 

 Fox News failed to adhere to their “fair and balanced,” reporting claim in their fact 

checking of the third presidential debate. An article titled, “Fact Check: Auto Industry Bailout,” 

posted on Fox News’ website examined incumbent Barack Obama’s claim that Mitt Romney, 

“would not provide government assistance to the U.S. auto companies” (Lin, Fox News, “Fact 

Check: Obama makes questionable claim on Romney’s auto bailout stance”). Fox News disputes 

Obama’s claim by pulling a quote from an editorial in 2008, where Romney said the opposite 
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(Lin, Fox News, “Fact Check: Obama makes questionable claim on Romney’s auto bailout 

stance”). While correcting the mistake is good journalism, Fox News only reported nine other 

mistakes and Mitt Romney only made three of them (Fox News, “Fact Check: Romney flubs 

geography, Obama goof on rival’s record, in final debate”). This is unethical because Fox News 

is failing to report both candidates’ mistakes. 

 Due to the format and nature of debates, which are live and have spontaneous questions, 

it is very common for a candidate to make mistakes while answering questions. According to The 

Ethical Journalist, “If A’s announcement of candidacy for mayor leads the evening newscast, so 

should B’s. If a person is charged with a crime on the front page, his or her acquittal also should 

appear on the front” (Foreman, The Ethical Journalist, Pg. 88). In other words, it is a journalist’s 

job to report on all the mistakes made by both candidates. If they fail to do this, it makes it seem 

as if they favoring one of the candidates. In the case of the third presidential debate, they 

definitely reported the news in favor of Mitt Romney. 

 A lot of other websites, like CNN and ThinkProgress, did what Fox News should have 

done while fact checking the debate. CNN had a breakdown of every topic that was discussed 

and wrote down both candidates’ statements. They then dissected the quotes and said what they 

got right and what they got wrong (CNN, “Checking the candidates’ facts on foreign policy and 

natural security”). ThinkProgress did the best job out of any media watchdog during the third 

debate. They dissected both candidates’ speeches and said which of their claims were true and 

which weren’t. However, what they did very well was provide links to graphs and quotes that 

either supported or refuted the candidates’ claims (ThinkProgress, “ThinkProgress Liveblogs 

The Final Presidential Debate). By providing both facts and mistakes, CNN and ThinkProgress 

were good examples of what Fox News should have done during the third presidential debate. 
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 With the debates being essential in determining who will lead the country for the next 

four years, journalists’ reporting accuracy is extremely important. It should be the prime time for 

journalists to help educate and inform their readers. However, if a media group fails to show fair 

and balanced reporting, they are reporting unethically because they are swaying their viewers’ 

opinions. Therefore, reporting both facts and mistakes should be essential to journalists during 

debate season. 

 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012. Fox News Election Coverage. 11 p.m. (EST). 

 The announcements that incumbent President Barack Obama had won the election began 

at around 11 p.m. on Election Night. By 11:43 p.m., The New York Times, Associated Press, 

ABC, CBS, NBC and CNN had all called the election in favor of Obama (The New York Times, 

“Presidential Network Calls”). Ohio, with its 18 electoral votes, was the state that gave Obama 

the win, and was projected to be won by the aforementioned networks (The New York Times, 

“Presidential Network Calls”). 

 Right before midnight, Fox News became the last of the networks to call the election in 

favor of Obama, which did not sit well with Fox News personality Karl Rove. According to 

Rove, Fox News’ projections were incorrect and there was still a mathematical chance that Mitt 

Romney could overtake Obama in Ohio. Rove felt that Fox News’ election call was premature 

because he had reliable sources that said that Ohio was going to go to Romney. Fox News anchor 

Megyn Kelly urged Rove that Fox News’ sources were indeed correct, but that did not convince 

Rove. Eventually, Kelly disappeared off air to talk to her producers, who once again urged Rove 

that the Fox News sources were reliable and Ohio was going to be won by Obama (Burke, 
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Deadspin, “Karl Rove in Denial, Melts Down on Fox News, Attempts To Get Network To 

Rescind Election”). 

 Rove’s actions were extremely unethical because he let his personal opinions get in the 

way of reporting the news. Despite being a political analyst for Fox News, Rove had donated 

more than 300 million dollars to the Romney campaign, which is also unethical (Hananoki, 

Media Matters, “REPORT: 30+ Fox News Hosts And Contributors Who Are Campaigning For 

Republicans). Rove, likely upset that he had invested a lot of money in a losing cause, did not 

listen to his producers or his colleagues, spewing falsities on national television. 

 On the other hand, Kelly earned a lot of praise for her actions on Election Night. Despite 

being one of her colleagues, Kelly put reporting the news in front of a political agenda, which is 

one of the main principles of journalism (Carr, The New York times, “For One Night at Fox, 

News Tops Agenda”). However, despite her actions, she could not erase the ethical mistakes 

made by Rove. 

 

Thursday, November 15, 2012. “Happening Now.” 9:45 a.m. (PST) 

 At around 9:45 a.m. on an episode of Fox News’ “Happening Now,” the program aired 

B-Roll video of illegal immigrants crossing the border during a segment about Mitt Romney’s 

comments about the Latino vote. Romney had earlier claimed that Barack Obama had won the 

presidential election because of the Latino vote (Volsky, ThinkProgress, “Fox News Captions 

Footage Of Illegal Border Crossings With ‘The Hispanic Vote’”). The video featured normal B-

Roll of voters across the country, but deep into the segment, which was titled “The Hispanic 

Vote in 2012,” video clips of immigrants crossing the border were played while Republican 
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strategist Mercedes Schlapp was talking (Allen, Opposing Views, “Video: Fox News Shows 

Illegal Border Crossing With Caption ‘Hispanic vote in 2012’”). 

 This was an extremely unethical error made by Fox News because the video segments 

that were shown had nothing to do with what was being talked about. Showing video of illegal 

immigrants while talking about the Latino vote insinuates that Fox News’ feels that all Latinos 

are illegal immigrants. In multimedia pieces, the video that is shown is a key determinant in the 

opinions of a piece. For example, happy music can make a piece happy, while sad music can 

make a piece a sad. Fox News’ mistake was extremely not only unethical, but also racist. 

 

Log Discussion 

After reviewing seven examples of reporting ethics on Fox News, its reporting was 

largely unethical, as it was much easier to find mistakes compared to accurate reporting. With 

the election season in full swing, its most common mistake was media bias, as they constantly 

reported in favor of the Republican Party. The reports included failing to report the mistakes of 

both candidates during the debates, accusing other networks of liberal bias and going off topic on 

air due to personal political agenda. 

The two most unethical mistakes, however, were either traumatizing or extremely racist. 

Because of the media’s history of showing suicides, they often run their live news coverage on a 

delay. While Fox News still followed this principle, it still were not able to pull coverage of a 

suicide even with five seconds to do so. The station was also extremely racist by playing video of 

illegal immigrants while talking about the Latino vote. These are two mistakes that a major news 

media market should make maybe once every 20 years, not twice within a span of three months. 
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The Audit Paper 

After analyzing Fox News’ journalism for three months, I found that the station has a lot 

of work to do before it can be considered a premier source of good journalism. After sifting 

through the internet for a Fox News Ethics Code, I found that they either do not have one, or 

they do not have it open to the public. As a result, the easiest way of showing how unethical the 

station has been is to compare their journalism to what is recommended in the Society of 

Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics and comparing Fox News’ actions to those 

recommended by the famous ethical values. 

 The main mantra of the Society of Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics is “Seek Truth 

and Report It” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ 

Code of Ethics”). What this means is that a journalists’ main obligation is to the truth, whether it 

be reporting truth, obtaining information truthfully or being truthful to their readers and viewers. 

According to SPJ, journalists should, “Avoid stereotyping by race, gender, age, religion, 

ethnicity, geography, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance or social status” (Society 

of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ Code of Ethics”). Fox News 

broke this principle when it showed footage of illegal immigrants crossing the border on their 

segment, “The Hispanic Vote in 2012,” on “Happening Now.” By overlaying a Mitt Romney 

quote with B-Roll video of immigrants crossing the border, it implied the stereotypical 

generalization that all Latinos are illegal immigrants. Also in the Code of Ethics, SPJ writes that 

journalists should “distinguish between advocacy and news reporting. Analysis and commentary 

should be labeled and not misrepresent fact or context” (Society of Professional Journalists, 

“Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ Code of Ethics”). Fox News broke this principle many 

times by swaying the public’s opinion in favor of Republican candidate Mitt Romney. Perhaps 
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the greatest example of not following this principle was Fox News political analyst Karl Rove, 

who put his own opinion ahead of the opinions of his producers and his colleagues. Another 

example of breaking this principle was when Dan Gainor accused Candy Crowley of swaying the 

second presidential debate in favor of Barack Obama. 

 The second pillar of the Society of Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics is “Minimize 

Harm” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ Code of 

Ethics”). Fox News also did not do a good job of adhering to this principle. According to the 

Code of Ethics, journalists should “show compassion for those who may be affected adversely 

by news coverage. Use special sensitivity when dealing with children and inexperienced sources 

or subjects” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ Code 

of Ethics”). When “Studio B with Shepard Smith” aired a suicide on live television, despite a 

five-second delay, it broke this principle. Not only was the clip traumatizing for anybody who 

was watching, it was also traumatizing for the family of the suspect, who watched the clip online 

(King, The Village Voice Blogs, “Fox News’ Suicide SNAFU: Suspect’s Kids Watched Dad Kill 

Himself”). Another way for journalists to reduce harm is to, “Show good taste. Avoid pandering 

to lurid curiosity” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ 

Code of Ethics”). Airing a suicide on television would definitely qualify as lurid, as it 

sensationalizes the news. 

 The third section of the Society of Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics is “Act 

Independently” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ 

Code of Ethics”). This includes the idea that journalists should avoid participating in any conflict 

of interests. According to the code, journalists should “refuse gifts, favors, fees, free travel and 

special treatment, and shun secondary employment, political involvement, public office and 
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service in community organizations if they compromise journalistic integrity” (Society of 

Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ Code of Ethics”). According to 

a report from Media Matters, more than 30 Fox News personalities contributed to Republican 

campaigns during the 2011-2012 Election Cycle, by either donating money, advising campaigns 

or making public appearances at campaign events (Hananoki, Media Matters, “REPORT: 30+ 

Fox News Hosts And Contributors Who Are Campaigning For Republicans). By donating to a 

political cause, you automatically forfeit your right to remain unbiased. 

The final mantra of the Society of Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics is “Be 

Accountable” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ 

Code of Ethics”). Unlike the other three principles, Fox News did a good job of adhering to this 

principle. According to the Code of Ethics, journalists should “admit mistakes and correct them 

promptly” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ Code of 

Ethics”). In the case of showing a suicide live on television, anchor Shepard Smith almost 

immediately apologized for Fox News’ mistake. While he cannot erase what happened, he did a 

good job of connecting directly with his viewers and admitting their error. The SPJ Code of 

Ethics also says that journalists should “expose unethical practices of journalists and the news 

media” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of Professional Journalists: SPJ Code of 

Ethics”). Fox News did a good job of being a media watchdog by exposing MSNBC’s Chris 

Matthews poor journalism ethics and reporting on fact, rather than opinion. One idea it did not 

follow under the accountability section is that journalists should “abide by the same high 

standards to which they hold others” (Society of Professional Journalists, “Society of 

Professional Journalists: SPJ Code of Ethics”). While Fox News did accuse MSNBC of bias, 

they had just as many examples, if not more, of the same problem. 
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The ethical principles discussed in Journalism 439 are also a good way of determining 

Fox News’ ethics. Mill’s Principle of Utility, which states, “Seek the greatest happiness for the 

greatest number,” calls to make decisions based on the benefit of the greater good (Button, “Mill 

and Kant”). As evidenced above, Fox News’ actions hurt more people than it helped. An 

example of this is airing the suicide, which was not received well by the general public. The 

same goes for implying that all Latinos are illegal immigrants. Another important ethical value 

that was learned in class is The Golden Rule, which states, “Do unto others as you would have 

them do unto you” (Button, “Love and Rawls”). Fox News accuses other news corporations of 

bias, including MSNBC twice and Candy Crowley once. The majority of the time, its 

accusations of bias were incorrect.  By the rationale of The Golden Rule, they must accept when 

other people accuse them of bias. However, historically they have not responded well to 

allegations of bias. In 2004, a documentary called Outfoxed was created to show Fox News’ 

biases and misreporting. After the documentary eventually reached the top of the best-selling list, 

Fox News issued a statement on their website blaming the makers of the documentary, 

MoveOn.org, for copyright infringement (Fox News, “Fox News Channel Statement on 

‘Outfoxed’”). The station also claimed that the opinions of the people interviewed, who had been 

former employees of Fox News, did not represent those of the entire news corporation. Instead of 

addressing the accusations, the station passed the blame elsewhere and turned it back into the 

filmmakers’ faces. 

After comparing Fox News’ journalism to the main principles laid out in the Society of 

Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics and the ethical values learned in Journalism 439, it is 

extremely apparent that it is not practicing good journalism ethics. Not only is this concerning 

due to their large audience, it is also concerning because it goes against their own mission 
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statement. According to their website, Fox News was created, “for people who believe in the 

United States of America and its ideals, as expressed in the Constitution, the Declaration of 

Independence, and the Emancipation Proclamation (Fox News, “Statement of Purpose”). By this 

mission statement, it would appear that Fox News is committed to providing news that appeals to 

everyone, not just a select few. By stating it has a firm commitment to the Declaration of 

Independence, the station should be committed to the idea that “all men are created equal” (The 

Charters of Freedom, “Declaration of Independence”). However, as evidenced by its reporting, 

Fox News reports falsities, is extremely biased towards the Republican Party, sensationalizes 

news and is borderline racist. Using the aforementioned examples of unethical behavior, the 

station definitely does not adhere to the values outlined in both its own mission statement and the 

Declaration of Independence. 

After reviewing the reporting of Fox News, the widespread notion that it is biased is true. 

This validates the idea that the station has failed to report the truth since their inception in 1996. 

In 2001, FAIR touted Fox News as being “The Most Biased Name in News,” describing it as, “a 

central hub of the conservative movement’s well-oiled machine” (Ackerman, FAIR.org, “The 

Most Biased Name in News”). The same bias towards the Republican Party that was evident 

today began just five years after they went on the air. Fox News’ reputation has also led to the 

creation of Newshounds, a media watchdog solely devoted to Fox News. According to 

Newshounds, “a viable democracy depends upon viable media,” and Fox News has “become 

echo chambers for the rich and powerful with whom they have become all too cozy” 

(NewsHounds, “About”). In other words, it believes that Fox News will report based on the 

people who pay them, rather than the truth. These accusations are likely true as Rupert Murdoch 
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has been largely accused of swaying the news in favor of his own financial and political agendas 

(Walker, BBC, “Rupert Murdoch: Bigger than Kane”). 

Fox News’ viewers also feel that that the station has shown media bias over the years. In 

the 2012 Public Policy Polling Study, 34 percent of people felt that Fox News was the least 

trustworthy television news source (Public Policy Polling, “For second straight year, PBS most 

trusted name in news”). Fox News was put as the least-trusted television source over ABC, CBS, 

CNN, Comedy Central, MSNBC, NBC and PBS. Comedy Central was the second-least trusted 

with 16 percent of the vote, less than half that of Fox News. Also, a study done by PublicMind 

found that Fox News viewers were less informed about politics than NPR, CNN, NBC and 

Comedy Central’s Daily Show (Beaujon, Poynter, “Survey: NPR’s listeners best-informed, Fox 

viewers worst-informed). According to The Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in 

Journalism’s Principles of Journalism, journalists’ first obligation is to the truth and their first 

obligation is to the audience (Project for Excellence in Journalism, “Principles of Journalism”). 

If Fox News is ignoring the people that it should be acknowledging the most or misinforming 

them, the station is doing a poor job of reporting. 

Overall, Fox News should be considered a below-average news corporation because it 

fails to adhere the most basic principles and values of journalism. 
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Conclusion 

 After watching Fox News over the course of the semester, I feel that Fox News commits 

way too many mistakes to consider itself a source of good journalism. These mistakes are largely 

ethical errors, like showing bias, making false accusations, sensationalizing the news and 

misreporting the news. These four principles are some of the ideas that are instilled into our 

heads in our foundation journalism classes, so Fox News has no excuse to be making these 

mistakes. 

 However, after reviewing Fox News, I found that it almost appears that they do not want 

to be unbiased in their reporting. A lot of their viewers see themselves as the news voice of the 

conservative movement. As of 2010, 31 percent of Americans, or roughly 96 million people, 

were registered to vote as Republicans (Jones, Gallup, “Democratic Party ID Drops in 2010, 

Tying 22-Year Low”). With this large potential audience, it might be in Fox News’ better 

interest to continue on the path they are already on. 

 The problem with being the voice of the conservative movement is that it cannot work in 

journalism. Journalists are taught to remain unbiased and not pick a side when it comes to 

reporting. If they do choose to be the Republican news source, they should stop calling 

themselves a news organization and begin running as a blog. 

 If they want to improve reputation as good reporters, the station has a lot of work to do. 

The first step to repairing its reputation should be to rework their statement of purpose, as the 

station commits almost daily violations that go against its own mission statement. Fox News 

should also look to publish an ethics code online so that its readers can keep an eye out for 

ethical mistakes. Regardless, Fox News is currently not a good source of journalism and has a 

long ways to go before it can reach that distinction. 
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